Lesson Plan Template

I. Preliminary Information
Date:
Name:
Day __ of __ in the ___________ Thematic Unit
Lesson Title/Topic:
Length of Lesson:
Student population (grade level, language):

II. Backward planning
1. Goals & objectives: What will learners be able to do with what they know by the end of the lesson? (can-do statements; measurable & developmentally appropriate; language, culture, content):
Students will be able to…

2. ACTFL & ISBE Standards addressed (Please list the number and text of the standard. If only a portion of a standard is being addressed, then only list the relevant part[s].):

3. What informal/formal assessments will show that learners have accomplished the objectives?

3. What activities will prepare the learners to demonstrate what they can do with what they know? Write them in the next section!

III. Lesson Activities and Procedures
(Instructional strategies and learning tasks used to support student learning, including what you and the students will be doing. Remember to give students lots of input before requiring them to produce output. All tasks for students to do independently must be modeled 2-3x. Note strategies for differentiation with activities.)

4. Lesson Procedure:

   Warm-up Activity:

   Introduction to the lesson:

   Lesson activities (normally 2-6 lesson activities, no more than 5-7 minutes each for grades K-2 or 8-12 minutes for grades 3-7):

   1.

   2.
3. **Closure activity** (exit interview/game/song etc.)

5. **Materials needed**

6. **Reflection** (How did the lesson go? What might you change if you were teaching it again?)